
INTERPRETING GROWTH DATA FOR SCHOOL EVALUATION

Growth data can serve di�erent purposes. One purpose is to target achievement gaps for students performing 

below grade level. Closing gaps requires setting goals higher than median “expected” growth and thus—while 

desirable and achievable, system-wide—are sometimes called “aspirational.”  

A di�erent purpose of growth data is to evaluate student progress for school accountability purposes. Sound 

school evaluation is complex. Generally accepted data-use principles underscore the importance of multiple 

measures, multiple years of data, and consideration of context. Depending on the school’s context, di�erent 

data views may be useful in providing a more complete picture of student progress. 

UNDERSTANDING NORMS

Growth norms provide information to help contextualize growth based on data from a nationally represented 

sample of test-takers. Growth norms can be used to contextualize students’ observed growth from the prior year 

relative to the projected growth of students in the same grade and subject, with the same starting test score, and 

with the same amount of instructional time between their first and last test event. This comparison of observed 

growth relative to projected growth can help a school understand if its students are growing at the rate we might 

reasonably expect.

NWEA® encourages charter schools and authorizers to contact their account manager regarding the appropriate 

use of data in evaluating progress. When making educational decisions using the conditional growth index (CGI,) 

we counsel evaluators to consider the following:

We recommend collecting student achievement and/or growth data from multiple sources when making 

educational and evaluative decisions. These may include data from state assessments, other standardized tests, or 

school-generated artifacts documenting student achievement. Using multiple data points helps ensure judgments 

made from the data are reliable and allows evaluators to monitor and consider trends in their decision-making.

When using MAP® Growth™ data in support of AB1505, the reports below are recommended. It is important 

that schools adjust the system default weeks of instruction to ensure NWEA growth norms accurately reflect 

the planned amount of instructional time that will occur between testing seasons. To demonstrate one year 

of growth, a school can utilize NWEA conditional growth index (CGI) values for individual students or groups 

of students that leverage the student or school growth norms, respectively. Student-level CGI values can be 

averaged to contextualize the growth of the average student among a group of students. Conversely, the average 

growth of a group of same-grade students can be contextualized relative to the growth of other groups of same-

grade students using the school CGI metric. For both the student and school CGI values, a CGI range of –0.2 to 

0.2 (or greater) could be used as an approximation of one year’s growth (or more) in a subject and indicates that 

the growth observed is generally consistent with the amount of growth observed by students in the same grade 

and subject with the same starting achievement level receiving a similar amount of instructional exposure. 

Using MAP Growth Data for AB1505



COMPREHENSIVE DATA FILE: INCLUDES ALL INDIVIDUAL STUDENT CGI VALUES IN RAW EXCEL FORMAT  

STUDENT LEVEL CONDITIONAL GROWTH INDEX (CGI)

GRADE LEVEL CONDITIONAL GROWTH INDEX (CGI)
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Questions?

For data-related questions,please contact 
your NWEA account manager

For roster file questions,  
contact NWEA Partner Support 

USING ROSTER FILE TEMPLATES:

Student race/ethnicity groups are reported in the Student Growth Summary report and the Comprehensive 

Data File when a roster file is correctly submitted. An optional programs file can be submitted via manual upload 

or synchronized via Clever® to report on specific groups of students (English learners, students in foster care, 

students experiencing homelessness, socio-economically disadvantaged students, students with disabilities, and 

students exhibiting chronic absenteeism). 

Guidance: Submitting roster files

https://connection.nwea.org/s/support?language=en_US
https://teach.mapnwea.org/impl/maphelp/Content/MAPSetup/Roster/PrepareYourRoster.htm

